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I. INTRODUCTION

A method for estimating sediment compressional wave
speed profiles from the wave numbers of propagating modes
in a shallow water waveguide has been reported in the
literature.1 The applicability of this approach has been dem-
onstrated in a number of field experiments.3,4 In these experi-
ments, the data were collected on a synthetic aperture hori-
zontal array using a harmonic point source. In the analysis
presented here, we use broadband data collected on a towed
horizontal array by a survey agency conducting a geophysi-
cal survey in for an oil company. Due to security and other
considerations, the location of the experiment and the sound
speed profile in the water column during the experiment was
not provided to us. An approximate estimate of the water
column depth was, however, provided. We, therefore, inves-
tigate joint inversion for water column and sediment com-
pressional wave speeds and their thicknesses by modal
inverse method. Even though the theoretical framework for
modal inverse has been presented in earlier papers,1,3,4 its
application to broadband data collected on a horizontal array
has not yet been studied.

The goal of this paper is to examine the feasibility of
using data that are routinely collected by oil companies for
estimating the geoacoustic properties of near-surface sedi-
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ment layers in a shallow water environment. While the
analysis conducted by the seismic industry is directed toward
defining the layering structure of the sediments �i.e., locating
the reflectors/interfaces�, we seek a description of the sedi-
ment in terms of the wave speeds in the layers and their
thicknesses. The horizontal array used in the survey was ap-
proximately 2.4 km long. The array had 96 hydrophones
with an interelement distance of 25 m, and was towed at a
depth of 6 m. The source, an air gun array, was hung from
the ship that was towing the array. The center of the source
array was at a depth of 6 m. The distance from the source to
the closest receiver on the hydrophone array was 200 m. The
approximate depth of the water column, as indicated by the
survey agency, was 35 m. During the experiment, some of
the receivers were blanked out and no data were collected at
these receivers. The sampling rate was 500 Hz, and each
channel recorded 3 s of data after each transmission. The
data acquisition system was designed to trigger the transmit-
ter and the receivers simultaneously. The spectrum of the
signal received by the hydrophones on the array indicated
that the signal had considerable energy in the frequency in-
terval from 15 to 50 Hz. In this paper, we use the broadband
data to first obtain the modal wave numbers at a set of fre-
quencies, and then use these data to jointly estimate the wa-
ter column properties and sediment compressional wave
speed profiles. We consider data acquired from three shots

�Shot 5, Shot 50, and Shot 95�.
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The signal at each receiver is a time series p�t ,rn� where
p is the pressure field, t is the time, and rn is the range of the
nth receiver on the horizontal array. By performing the dis-
crete Fourier transform of the received signal with respect to
t, we obtain the pressure field p�� ,rn� as a function of range
at a discrete set of frequencies. The data, thus transformed
into the frequency domain, are used to estimate the water
column and sediment acoustic properties.

It can be shown that in a range independent circular
symmetric ocean, the pressure field p�r ,�� at a range r, due
to a harmonic point source of radian frequency � and the
wave number spectrum G�kr ,�� at the same frequency, are
related by the equation5

G�kr,�� = �
0

�

p�r,��J0�krr�rdr , �1�

where kr is the horizontal wave number and J0 is the Bessel
function of zero order. The inverse of this relation, as shown
below, yields the pressure field from the wave number
spectrum

p�r,�� = �
0

�

G�kr,��J0�krr�krdkr. �2�

In the far field, the argument krr has large values, and we can
use the asymptotic approximation

J0�krr� �
exp�i�krr − �/4��

�2�krr
, krr � 1, �3�

for the Bessel function. Insertion of this approximation in
Eq. �1� yields the following relationship for the wave number
spectrum.

G�kr,�� =
exp�− i�/4�

�2�kr
�

0

�

�rp�r,��exp�− ikrr�dr . �4�

For any given �, the wave number spectrum G�kr ,�� has
peaks whose locations on the wave number axis are the
modal wave numbers of the propagating modes at that �.
The modal wave numbers of the propagating modes in a
shallow water waveguide are dependent on the acoustic and
geometric parameters of the shallow water environment. Ra-
jan et al.1 describes a scheme wherein modal wave numbers
obtained from a field experiment can be used to estimate the
sediment acoustic properties. We adopt this procedure to es-
timate the water column and sediment acoustic properties
here.

II. ESTIMATION OF MODAL WAVE NUMBERS

The data were collected on a horizontal array towed by a
ship carrying the source. This experimental setup was not
designed to collect data readily adaptable for estimating the
wave number spectrum at various frequencies. As indicated
in Sec. I, the acquired data are transformed to obtain the
pressure field as a function of range at a given frequency. In
using these data to obtain the modal wave numbers, the fol-

lowing issues need to be addressed:
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1. Aliasing due to inadequate spatial sampling of the pres-
sure field,

2. Errors in the estimation of modal wave numbers due to
errors in range and source/receiver depths,

3. Doppler effect due to array motion,
4. Estimation errors due to the short aperture of data, and
5. Noise in the broadband data.

A. Inadequate sampling of the field

The wave number spectrum at a given frequency can be
estimated by using a discretized version of Eq. �4�. In order
to avoid aliasing, the acoustic field has to be sampled accord-
ing to the Nyquist criterion, i.e., at intervals of � /2 or less,
where � is the lowest wavelength of interest. A much denser
sampling �� /4� is normally adopted. Hence, at a frequency
of 25 Hz and a minimum compressional wave speed of
1500 m/s in the region of interest, the field has to be
sampled at intervals of 15 m. The data acquired on the hori-
zontal array have a sampling interval of 25 m, with some of
the receivers blanked out.

We now demonstrate that the undersampled field data
can be interpolated to give the required sampling rate, with-
out significant error in amplitude and phase, using simulated
data similar to the field data. In order to generate the simu-
lated data, we consider a horizontal array with 100 receivers
with an interelement spacing of 25 m. A source is placed in
the end-fire position at a distance of 250 m from the first
receiver on the horizontal array. This configuration simulates
the setup used in the collection of the field data that is the
subject of study in this paper. The source signal is assumed
to be a Gaussian pulse with a central frequency of 35 Hz and
a band width of 50 Hz. The signal received at each of the
100 receivers is obtained using the pulse propagation module
in OASES.6 The shallow water environment used in comput-
ing the simulated data was representative of the environment
where the field data were collected. Further, we assumed that
the properties of the medium are range independent. The
simulated pressure field, psim�t ,rn�, is a time series and rep-
resents the pressure field at the nth receiver at range rn. We
process these data, as described in Sec. I, and obtain the
pressure field psim�� ,rn� as a function of frequency and
range.

As the receiver spacing is 25 m, we have to sample the
pressure field on a much finer grid in order to obtain the
wave number spectrum over a range of frequencies. The field
psim�� ,rn� is interpolated to give psim�� ,rint�, where rint is a
set of ranges at a much higher sampling rate so as to avoid
aliasing. The interpolation is performed using the cubic
spline routine. Since the phase rapidly changes, we slowed
down the phase by multiplying the field by the term
exp�ikrn� before performing the interpolation. After perform-
ing the interpolation, the correct phase was restored by mul-
tiplying the interpolated field by the term exp�−ikrint�. To
check whether this scheme introduces error in the amplitude
and phase of the interpolated field, we compute the pressure
field ptest�� ,rint� using the procedure used to obtain
psim�� ,rn�, except that we now use a horizontal array where

the element spacing corresponds to rint. The magnitude and
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phase of the pressure field psim�� ,rint� are compared with the
amplitude and phase of ptest�� ,rint� in Fig. 1. These fields
were computed at a frequency of 25 Hz. We note that the
agreements between the two fields are excellent. A compari-
son between the wave number spectra obtained by the two
methods is also shown in Fig. 1. Similar interpolations per-
formed on an acoustic field at higher frequencies �up to
100 Hz� also showed negligible error arising from interpola-
tion. These simulations show that broadband data, obtained
at a set of receivers in a horizontal array can, by suitable
processing, be converted into the field due to a harmonic
source on a horizontal array, with adequate spatial sampling,
in order to obtain the wave number spectrum.

B. Impact of errors in receiver range and depth

We have assumed that the horizontal array is perfectly
straight with no distortion. Any distortion of the array will
result in errors in the receiver position with respect to its
range and depth. In this section, we investigate the effect of
errors in receiver positions on the estimation of modal wave
numbers. Since we assume circular symmetry for the ocean,
lateral displacement of the array is ignored.

Let there be small random errors �r and �z in the range
and depth of the receivers, whose nominal �assumed� range
and depth are r and zr, respectively. The estimate of the wave
number spectrum, obtained from acoustic measurements
made on the perturbed array, is given by

Ĝ�kr,�� =
exp�− i�/4�

�2�kr
�

r0

R+r0 �rp�r + �r,zr + �z;��

�exp�− ikrr�dr , �5�

where R is the aperture of the horizontal array and r0 is the
distance between the source and the nearest receiver on the
array. The acoustic pressure p�r ,zs ,zr� for a given source and
receiver location is the sum of contributions from the set of

7
propagating modes and is given by the expression
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p�r,zs,zr� =
�1 + i�
4��

�
n=1

N
1

�knr
�n�zs��n�zr�exp�iknr� , �6�

where N is the total number of propagating modes, kn is the
wave number of the nth mode, �n�zs� and �n�zr� are the
values of the nth mode function at the source and receiver
depths, and r is the range to the receiver from the source.
Hence, the estimate of the wave number spectrum is given
by the expression

Ĝ�kr� =
�1 + i�
4��

�
n=1

N

�n�zs��n�zr + �z��
r0

r0+R 1
�knkr

�exp�ikn�r + �r��exp�− ikrr�dr . �7�

Assuming that the perturbation �r is a Gaussian random
variable with zero mean and variance 	2, we have
E�exp�ikn�r��=exp�−kn

2	2 /2�, where E �.� denotes the ex-
pectation or statistical average. If the depth perturbations
�z is small with zero mean, we have, ignoring the higher-
order terms,

E��n�zr + �z�� � E��n�zr� + �z�n��zr�� = �n�zr� . �8�

Hence, assuming that the range perturbation �r and the
depth perturbation �z are statistically independent, we have

E�Ĝ�kr�� =
�1 + i�
4��

�
n=1

N
exp�− kn

2	2/2�
�knkr

�n�zs��n�zr�

��
r0

r0+R

exp�i�kn − kr�r�dr . �9�

Therefore, small perturbations of the receiver range and
depth result in a reduction in the estimated amplitude of the
averaged wave number spectrum, and do not alter the loca-
tion of the peaks, i.e., the modal wave numbers remain un-
changed. While this is true for the averaged wave number
spectrum, where the average is done over a large number of

FIG. 1. The top panel shows the comparison between
the magnitude of the field obtained with an interelement
spacing of 6 m �dots� and the field computed with an
interelement spacing of 25 m, and interpolated to a grid
spacing of 6 m �firm lines�. The source frequency was
25 Hz. The middle panel shows the comparison of the
slowed down phase in the two cases. The results from
the two cases are identical and, hence, only one line is
seen in the plots. The bottom panel shows the wave
number spectrum for the two cases, and here again the
agreement is excellent.
realizations, the field data have a single realization and there-
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fore have phase errors that cause errors in the estimated
modal wave numbers. Simulations indicate that the effect of
an array perturbation on the estimation of modal wave num-
bers is negligible in the case of dominant lower-order modes
at the frequencies of interest. Even in the case of weak
higher-order modes, the errors in the estimation of modal
wave numbers are small.

C. Errors due to source and receiver motion

In determining the wave numbers of the propagating
modes, two sources of errors due to source/receiver motion
have to be taken into account. The ship that tows the hori-
zontal array is moving at an approximately constant speed.
The source is suspended from the same ship that tows the
receiver array. At the instant of source activation, we can
consider both the source and the receivers to be stationary.
Subsequently as the ship moves it does not affect the signal
already transmitted, and hence we need to consider only the
effect of receiver motion. Due to the receiver motion, the
range to the receiver—at the time the signal arrives at the
receiver—will be less than the nominal range based on the
number of elements in the array and the interelement dis-
tance. The distance of each receiver, at the time the signal
arrives at that receiver, is approximately the range at zero
time �the time of shot activation� minus the distance traveled
by the receiver, which is the ship speed multiplied by the
time taken by the signal to reach the receiver.

The second correction to be applied is the Doppler cor-
rection, which is the impact of the receiver motion on the
horizontal wave number. The corrected wave number is
given by the expression kn

*=kn�1+ �vr� /vgn�,8,9 where kn
* is

the corrected wave number for the nth mode, vr is the re-
ceiver speed, vgn is the group velocity of the nth mode, and
kn is the wave number for a stationary receiver. The wave
number values obtained from the experiment are to be cor-
rected using the above expression in order to obtain the val-
ues corresponding to a stationary array. The frequency that

the receiver senses will also be shifted due to its motion, and
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the shifted frequency �* is given by the approximate expres-
sion �*���1+vr /cw�, where cw is the sound speed in the
water column. An exact expression for the frequency shift is
found in Ref. 9.

D. Processing short aperture data

If the wave number spectrum is obtained using Eq. �1�,
it will not be possible to resolve modes whose separation in
the wave number space is less than 2� /L, where L is the
aperture of the array. The number of propagating modes and
their wave numbers depend on the frequency of the acoustic
source, the acoustic properties of the water column and sedi-
ment layers, and the layer thicknesses. Since we are seeking
to determine these very acoustic properties of the shallow
water environment, which are unknown, we examined the
structure of the wave numbers over a range of frequencies
�15 Hz–50 Hz� using the ocean model used to generate the
simulated data. As we had indicated, the ocean model used to
generate the simulated data is representative of the environ-
ment where the field data were collected. The lower-order
modes in these cases were well separated and resolvable. The
higher-order modes were however irresolvable. In the event
that some of the modes are not well resolved, high-resolution
methods that use schemes, such as the autoregressive spec-
tral estimation method,10 MUSIC,11 and ESPRIT,11 can be
employed.

E. Noise in broadband data

Finally, we study the effect of noise in the data. For this
purpose, we use the data simulated as described in Sec. II A
and add a small Gaussian distributed noise to the signal at
each receiver. The noise is assumed to be uncorrelated be-
tween the receivers. The amount of noise added was such as
to mimic the behavior observed in the field data, namely the
oscillatory nature of the magnitude of the field—as shown in
Fig. 2. In Fig. 3, the effect of noise in the data is shown. The

FIG. 2. The left panel shows the field at 25 Hz deter-
mined from Shot 50 data. The right panel shows the
wave number spectrum. The wave number spectrum
shows considerable energy beyond the water wave
number. This results in the oscillatory structure seen in
the pressure field. See the similarity between this and
the plots in Fig. 3.
left panel shows the pressure field for noise-free and noisy
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simulated data. On the right panel, we compare the wave
number spectrum obtained with the noisy data with the spec-
trum for the noise-free data. We note that the lower-order
modes, which are strong, can be easily detected in the wave
number spectrum obtained from the noisy data. However, the
higher-order modes have errors in their magnitude and loca-
tion. Further, the wave number spectrum is also noisy. These
simulations show the difficulty in estimating the wave num-
bers of the weak higher-order modes when noise is present in
the data.

III. INVERSION METHOD

We now briefly describe the method for estimating the
water column and sediment properties from modal wave
numbers. This approach has been described extensively in
the literature.1,3,4 The wave numbers of the propagating
modes in the waveguide are obtained from the wave number
spectrum. Let kn be the wave number of the nth mode, as
obtained from the field measurement of the pressure field.
Let us assume that the unknown quantities are the compres-
sional wave speed in the water column and the sediment
layers. All other parameters of the sediment layers and the
water column are assumed known. We now assume that the
compressional wave speed profile, representing the water
column and the sediment layers, is given by Cb�z�. This ini-
tial estimate is normally obtained from archival data or other
sources of information. Let this initial estimate be related to
the true, but unknown, compressional wave speed profiles by
the equation C�z�=Cb�z�+�C�z�, where �C�z� is a small
quantity which is the difference between the initial estimate
of the compressional wave speed profile and the true profile.
By solving the forward problem, we determine modal wave
numbers for the initial ocean model. Let these be kbn. In a
range independent ocean environment, the difference, �kn,
between the wave numbers obtained from the field measure-
ments and the wave numbers corresponding to the assumed

1
ocean model are related to �C�z� by the integral equation.
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�kn =
− 1

kbn
�

0

� �2�C�z�
Cb

3�z�
�z�
	�bn�z�	2dz . �10�

In Eq. �10�, which is obtained by a linearizing process,
�bn�z� is the eigenfunction of the nth mode for the assumed
ocean model, and 
 is the known density of the sediment
layers. By solving this integral equation, we can obtain the
quantity �C�z� and, hence, the true compressional wave
speed profile. Since the integral equation is nonlinear, the
solution is obtained iteratively. This approach has been
extended to include inversion for sediment density profile
and the attenuation profile.12,13

Let us now consider an ocean model in which the hori-
zontally stratified medium is represented as a set of homoge-
neous layers, i.e., the compressional wave speed in each
layer is a constant. Let there be M layers, where Layer 1
represents the water column and the remaining M −1 layers
represent the sediment. We can then write Eq. �10� as

�kn =
− 1

kbn

�2�C1

Cb1
3 
1

�
0

z1

	�bn�z�	2dz + ¯

+
�2�CM

CbM
3 
M

�
zM−1

zM

	�bn�z�	2dz� . �11�

In Eq. �11�, the quantities 
m and Cbm are the density and the
initial estimate of the compressional wave speed in the mth
layer, respectively, and �Cm is the correction to the com-
pressional wave speed in the mth layer that we seek to
determine. For a set of N modal wave numbers, Eq. �11�
can be represented by the matrix equation

�k = A�C , �12�

where �k is a vector containing the wave number differ-
ences for N modes, �C is a vector of length M containing
the corrections to the compressional wave speed for the M
layers, and A is an N�M matrix whose element Anm is given

FIG. 3. The left panel indicates the field when the hori-
zontal array data are corrupted by noise. This is com-
pared with the field from the noise-free case. The right
panel shows the wave number spectra for the two cases.
by the expression
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Anm =
− 1

kbn

�2

Cbm
3 
m

�
zm−1

zm

	�bn�z�	2dz . �13�

The element Anm represents the change in the modal wave
number of the nth mode due to unit change in the compres-
sional wave speed in the mth layer. It is apparent from this
formulation that the matrix A and the vector �C can be
augmented to include estimation of other parameters. For
example, if we need to estimate the water column thick-
ness, we can augment the matrix by one column with each
element of this column representing the sensitivity of the
corresponding modal wave number to changes in the wa-
ter column thickness, and the vector �C augmented to
include �h the correction to be applied to the water col-
umn thickness. The sensitivity of the modal wave number
to changes in the water column thickness can be obtained
using the expression derived in Ref. 14.

We have noted earlier that noise in the data creates noise
in the wave number spectrum, which affects the values of the
wave numbers of the higher-order modes. The inversion was
therefore performed using the wave numbers of the dominant
modes, viz. the lower-order modes, which are much less af-
fected by noise in the data. The wave numbers of the domi-
nant modes at 18 Hz, 20 Hz, 25 Hz, and 30 Hz were used
as data. The integral Eq. �10� was replaced by a set of
equations, as shown below, to incorporate multifrequency
inversion:

�kn��p� =
− 1

kbn��p��0

� �p
2�C�z�

Cb
3�z�
�z�

	�bn�z,�p�	2dz;

�14�
n = 1, ¯ ,N, p = 1, ¯ ,P .

This set of integral equations is reduced to a matrix equation
of the form

�
�k��1�

·

·

·

�k��P�
 = �

A��1�
·

·

·

A��P�
��c1

·

·

�cM

 , �15�

where the left-hand side is a vector made up of P subvectors
�k��p�. Each of these subvectors represents the differences
in wave numbers at frequency �p. On the right-hand side, the
matrices A��p� are the kernels of the integral equations cor-
responding to the different frequencies. The vector on the
right-hand side is a vector of the corrections to the compres-
sional wave speed of the layers, and this is determined by
solving the matrix Eq. �15�.

The following assumptions are made in performing the
inversion:

1. The sediment layers are assumed to be fluid, and
2. The density and attenuation of the sediment layers are

assumed to have a constant value in each sediment layer
and in the termination half-space. These values are as-
sumed to be known. The acoustic field in the water col-
umn is most sensitive to the compressional wave speed of

the sediments and water column, and its sensitivity to
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sediment density and attenuation is small in comparison.
Therefore, errors in the assumed values of density and
attenuation of the sediment layers will not affect the esti-
mates of the sediment compressional wave speed.

IV. INVERSION RESULTS

A. Estimate of compressional wave speed profiles
and water column thickness

As stated earlier, the acoustic parameters of the water
column were not provided by the survey agency that col-
lected the data. Only an approximate value of the water
column thickness was provided. It was therefore necessary
to consider the water column sound speed and the water
column thickness as unknown parameters in the inversion
process.

Initial estimates of the sound speed in the water column
and the water column thickness were made assuming a Pek-
eris model for the ocean. Modal wave numbers of Mode one
at frequencies from 80 to 100 Hz were obtained from Shot
50 data. The inverse problem was formulated with three un-
known parameters; namely, the sound speed in the water
column, the water column thickness, and the compressional
wave speed in the half-space representing the sediments. At
these frequencies, the influence of the mode function is
mostly restricted to the water column; and this influence de-
cays as we move away from the water sediment interface.
This preliminary estimate gave the water column sound
speed as 1540 m/s, the water column thickness as 36.9 m
and the sound speed in the sediment as 1700 m/s.

The initial ocean model, therefore, consisted of a water
column that was 36.9 m thick with the sound speed in the
water column set as 1540 m/s. This is followed by three
homogeneous sediment layers of thickness 35 m, in which
the compressional wave speed was set at 1700 m/s. The den-
sity and compressional wave attenuation in the sediment lay-
ers were assumed to be 1.7 gm/cc and 0.1 dB/acoustic
wavelength. The half-space beyond the layers was assumed
to have a compressional wave speed of 2100 m/s. This value
was based on the phase speeds of the propagating modes at
the frequencies considered for analysis. The values of den-
sity and attenuation in the half-space were also set at
1.7 g/cm3 and 0.1 dB/acoustic wavelength.

The inversions were then carried out for the compres-
sional wave speed in the water column and sediment layers,
and for the thickness of the water column. The wave num-
bers of Modes 1 and 2 at frequencies of 18 Hz, 20 Hz, and
25 Hz, and Mode 1 only at 30 Hz, were used as data. The
thicknesses of the sediment layers were excluded from the
estimation process, because the inversion process with low-
frequency data yields only the depth-averaged compressional
wave speed over the assumed layer thicknesses. The sensi-
tivity of modal wave numbers to changes in the sound speed
in the water column and the sediment layers were obtained
from the expressions in Eq. �13�. The sensitivity of the modal
wave number to changes in water column depth was ob-

tained numerically.
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The models obtained by the linear inverse for the three
shot data are shown in the top left panel of Fig. 4. There are
no in situ measurements of sediment properties to validate
the compressional wave speed models obtained from modal
inverse. We, therefore, evaluate this model by comparing:

�a� The model with that obtained from a nonlinear method,
�b� The pressure field predicted by the model with the field
obtained from the measured field data, and
�c� The wave number spectra from the model with the spec-
tra obtained from the measured field data.

For comparison, the other three panels in Fig. 4 show
the compressional wave speed models obtained from the
nonlinear method based on matched field processing,2 to-
gether with the models from linear inverse. The values in the
figure for the wave speeds, as determined by a nonlinear
method, are the mean values obtained by Gibb’s sampling.2

It is seen that the estimates of the water column sound speed
and thickness, obtained by the linear method, agree well with
the estimates from matched field processing. The compres-
sional wave speed in the top three sediment layers follow the
trend seen in the model from matched field processing. To
make the comparison meaningful, the mean values and the
deviation estimates from the Gibb’s sampling results were

TABLE I. Comparison of wave speeds in the sediment layers. In the nonlin
speeds of the sediment layers were estimated. In the linear inverse method ba
and with homogeneous properties. To make the comparison meaningful, the
wave speeds in the layering adopted by the linear method.

Depth into
sediment

�m�

Shot 5

Mean Deviation Model Mean

0–35 1664 13.5 1684 1656
35–70 1720 25.9 1745 1705
70–105 1836 23.8 1754 1804

105–175 1890 19.1 2008 1892
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depth averaged over the layer intervals in the linear model,
and are presented in Table I. It can be seen in Table I that the
modal inverse estimates of the compressional wave speed, in
the sediment layers up to a sediment depth of 105 m, are
within two times the standard deviation from the mean val-
ues predicted by Gibb’s sampling for models from Shots 50
and 95. However, in the case of Shot 5, similar agreements
between the estimates exist only up to a sediment depth of
70 m.

The fields predicted by the model from modal inverse
are compared with the field obtained from the field measure-
ment in Fig. 5. We note that the field from the measured field
data has a lot of structure. We have shown, by using syn-
thetic data �Fig. 3�, that the structure in the measured field is
the result of noise in the data. The model-predicted field
follows the general trend of the measured field at the lower
frequencies. In these cases, the fields are dominated by the
lower-order modes, and the wave numbers of these modes
were used in the inverse. A comparison of the wave number
spectra obtained from field measurements at 20 Hz and the
model predicted spectrum is shown in Fig. 6. These plots
show good agreement with respect to Modes 1 and 2.

Finally, the correlation between the measured field and

ethod �Ref. 2� �matched field processing�, both the thickness and the wave
n modal wave numbers, the sediment layers were assumed to be 35 m thick
les obtained by the nonlinear method were depth averaged to estimate the

Shot 50 Shot 95

Deviation Model Mean Deviation Model

13.7 1667 1658 14.2 1662
24.5 1748 1694 20.0 1727
26.1 1774 1779 27.1 1749
18.7 2008 1898 18.6 2005

FIG. 4. The top left panel shows the compressional
wave speed profiles determined from the three shot
data. The remaining panels show the comparison be-
tween the profiles obtained from linear inverse method
based on the modal wave numbers and the mean value
of layer speeds determined through Gibb’s sampling
�Ref. 2�.
ear m
sed o
profi
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the predicted field are given in Table II. The correlation be-
tween the measured field and the predicted field is given by
the expression

C�Pmeas,Ppredict� =
	pmeas

H ppredict	
�pmeas

H pmeas
�ppredict

H ppredict

, �16�

where pmeas= �pmeas�1�¯pmeas�N��T is the vector con-
taining the measure field at N receivers and ppredict

= �ppredict�1�¯ppredict�N��T is a vector containing the model-
predicted fields at the same set of receivers. The super-
scripts T and H denote transpose and conjugate transpose,
respectively.

The correlation has fairly high values for lower frequen-
cies, and reduces appreciably for 30 Hz. As already men-
tioned, the data used in the inversion included the wave
number of Mode 1 only at the frequency of 30 Hz. Hence,
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the models obtained with these data are not likely to have
adequate resolution to predict the field of 30 Hz. This has
resulted in a low correlation value at this frequency.

B. Resolution and variance of estimates

1. Resolution

The linearized version of the inverse problem repre-
sented by Eq. �15� is of the form

Gm = d + � , �17�

where G is a matrix containing the kernel, m is the model to
be estimated, d is the data vector, and � represents noise in
the data. If the problem is linear, the resolution matrix R is
given by the expression15

FIG. 5. The magnitude of the pressure field at three
different frequencies obtained from the field data �full
lines� are compared with the fields predicted by the
models �dotted lines� for Shots 5, 50, and 95.

FIG. 6. The wave number spectrum obtained from field
data �dotted lines� is compared with the spectrum ob-
tained from the predicted field �full lines�. The spectra
from the three shots at 20 Hz are shown.
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R = �GTC�
−1G + Cm

−1�−1�GTC�
−1G� . �18�

In Eq. �18�, C� and Cm are the data and model covariance
matrices, respectively. When the nonlinear inverse problem
is solved iteratively as a sequence of linear inverse problems,
the matrix G in Eq. �18� is replaced by a matrix that uses the
final solution to determine the elements of the resolution
matrix R.

The data errors were assumed to be uncorrelated, yield-
ing a diagonal matrix for the data covariance matrix. The
error � in the estimation of the modal wave numbers is re-
lated to the aperture of the horizontal array and the signal to
noise ratio �SNR�, and is given by the expression1 �

=2� /L�SNR, where SNR is the signal to noise ratio and L is
the length of the horizontal array over which the acoustic
field is measured. The data errors were obtained using a SNR
based on the average value of the signal to noise of the
modal peaks, as determined from the wave number spec-
trum. The model covariance matrix was also assumed to be
diagonal with the standard deviation of the error in the com-
pressional wave speed of the sediment layers estimated as
20 m/s, and that of the sound speed in the water column
assumed to be 5 m/s. The estimate of model variance for the
sediment layers is based on the compressional wave speed
variability for silty sediments.16 A much smaller variability
has been assumed for the sound speed in the water column.

The resolution matrix determines how well the estimated
parameters are resolved. If they are well resolved, then the

TABLE II. Correlation values between the measured field and the predicted
field obtained from modal inverse models.

Frequency �Hz� Shot 5 Shot 50 Shot 95

18 0.83 0.66 0.70
20 0.86 0.90 0.87
25 0.83 0.84 0.73
30 0.80 0.55 0.62
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resolution matrix will be a diagonal matrix. Its deviation
from the ideal is determined by the resolution length which
is given by the expression

rl�i� =

�
j=1

M

Rij
2 dz

Rii
2 , �19�

where rl�i� is the resolution length of the ith layer, dz is the
layer thickness, and Rij is the element in the ith row and
jth column of the R matrix. The resolution length is a
measure of the interval over which the estimate is aver-
aged. It is seen from Eq. �19� that if R is a diagonal
matrix, the resolution length of each layer is equal to the
layer thickness.

The left panels of Fig. 7 show the resolution length of
each layer for one of the three shots. The plot shows the
resolution length for six layers. In our inverse, we obtained
the wave speed for the water column and three sediment
layers. Layers 5 and 6 represent the half-space. It is seen that
for the top four layers the resolution lengths are approxi-
mately 47 m. The subsequent resolution length for the half-
space is much higher. It is to be noted that only lower-order
modes were used in the inversion; hence, the poor resolution
at greater depths.

2. Variance

For the linear problem of Eq. �17�, the variance of the
solution can be determined from the expression16

Ĉm = �GTC�
−1G + Cm

−1�−1, �20�

where Ĉm is the a posteriori covariance matrix of the model
parameters. The diagonal of this matrix shows the variance
of the model parameters. One would expect the variance of
model parameters to reduce after inversion. If the variance

FIG. 7. The panels on the left show the resolution
lengths at different layers for one of the three shots.
Layer 1 is the water column. Layers 2 to 4 correspond
to three sediment layers. Layers 5 and 6 represent the
sediment in the half-space. The water column is ap-
proximately 37 m thick, while the sediment layers are
modeled as 35 m thick. The right panel shows the de-
viation of the compressional wave speed estimate in
each layer.
Rajan et al.: Joint estimation of water



does not change after inversion, it implies that the inverse
has little impact on these model parameters.

The posteriori model standard deviation determined
from Eq. �20� is shown in the right panels of Fig. 7. It is seen
that the posteriori value is less than the prior value in Layers
1 to 4. For Layers 5 and 6, there is very little change in the
standard deviation. This indicates that the inverse did not
have any effect on the deeper layers, a conclusion that is
supported by the resolution estimates as well.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The data used in this analysis were broadband signals
acquired on a horizontal array during a geophysical survey.
Such data are routinely collected by oil companies, and an
important thrust of this research is to determine whether such
data can be used to determine near-surface geoacoustic prop-
erties of the sediment. This paper looks at estimating the
sediment acoustic properties from estimates of modal eigen-
values obtained from the broadband data. Sources of errors
in the estimation of the modal eigenvalues were considered.
Since the water column properties were not known, joint
inversion of the water column and sediment acoustic proper-
ties was carried out.

The source was an air gun with most of its energy in the
frequency band of 15–50Hz. The receiver array consisted of
96 hydrophones with an interelement spacing of 25 m. The
data were transformed into the frequency domain, and thus
the pressure field, as a function of range at a given frequency,
was extracted from the data. We have used these data to
extract the horizontal wave numbers of the propagating
modes, and attempted to obtain a water column and sediment
model using these wave numbers.

The pressure field data obtained from the horizontal ar-
ray have a spatial sampling of 25 m. At frequencies higher
than 30 Hz, the spatial sampling rate is below the Nyquist
rate required to avoid aliasing when transforming the pres-
sure field into the wave number spectrum. We demonstrated
with synthetic data that interpolation of the data at the re-
quired sampling rate does not introduce errors in the estimate
of modal wave numbers. We also investigated the effect of
errors in the assumed range and receiver depth. Our simula-
tions indicated that the effect of these errors on modal wave
number estimates of the dominant low-order modes is negli-
gible. The addition of random Gaussian noise to the simu-
lated broadband data results in considerable changes in both
the pressure field obtained from it and in the corresponding
wave number spectrum. But the dominant modes seem to be
unaffected by noise. The weaker higher-order modes are af-
fected, and spurious modes appear at wave numbers higher
than the water wave number. This results in a highly oscilla-
tory pressure-field structure. It is to be noted that the pressure
fields obtained from the field experiment also exhibited a
similar structure. It was therefore decided to use the wave
numbers of dominant modes �Modes 1 and 2� only for the
parameter estimation. The wave numbers of dominant modes
at 18, 20, 25, and 30 Hz were used, and the joint water
column-sediment bottom model was determined from Shot

5, Shot 50, and Shot 95 data.
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The estimates of water column sound speed and water
column thickness are very close to the values obtained
through matched field processing. The estimates of sediment
compressional wave speed up, to a sediment depth of 105 m,
are within two standard deviations of the mean values calcu-
lated using Gibb’s sampling approach2 in the case of models
from Shot 50 and Shot 95 data. In the case of Shot 5, the
agreement is limited to sediment depth less than 70 m. The
penetration of these modes is restricted to the top layers;
hence, the poor resolution for the deeper layers.

The comparison between the fields predicted by the
models and the measured fields indicates good correlation at
the lower frequencies. At 30 Hz, the correlation is poor be-
cause only the wave number of Mode 1 at this frequency was
incorporated in the data.

The resolution estimates indicate that the top layers are
fairly well resolved, and this conclusion is supported by the
variance estimates.

Errors in the data impose restrictions on the modal wave
numbers that can be used as data in the linear inverse proce-
dure. This results in poor resolution of the deeper layers.
However, the estimates of the shallower layers are compa-
rable to the values obtained by matched field processing.
This suggests that the modal inverse method can be used to
determine the initial model and the search range for a global
optimization procedure, thus providing improved efficiency
in the execution of matched field processing.
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